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Abstract 
There is increasing interest in models of system development which use hfulriplc V’ic~lvp~u~t.~. 
Each viewpoint offers a different perspective on the target system and system devclopmcnt in- 
volves parallel refinement of the multiple views. Multiple viewpoints though, prompt the ISWC 
of consistency between viewpoints. This paper describes an interpretation of consistency which 
is general enough to meet the requirements of consistency for very general viewpoints models. 
Furthermore, the paper investigates strategies for checking this consistency definition. Particular 
emphasis is placed on mechanisms to obtain global consistency (between an arbitrary number ot 
viewpoints) from a series of binary consistency checks. The consistency checking strategies bc 
develop are illustrated using the formal description technique LOTOS. 13 1999 Elsevicr Sclcncc 
B.V. All rights reserved. 
K~~_~oud.s: Viewpoints: Consistency: Formal descrlptlon techmques; LOTOS 
1. introduction 
There has been significant recent interest in using viewpoints in system deveiopment. 
In such modelling, each viewpoint offers a different perspective on the target system and 
system development involves parallel refinement of the multiple views. Notable propo- 
nents of viewpoints modelling include [l&28, 1, 191. All these approaches prompt the 
central issue of viewpoint consistency, i.e. how to check that multiple specifications 
of the system do not conflict with one another and are “in some sense” consistr~~t. 
Our perspective on consistency is tinged by the particular application of viewpoints 
that our work has been targetted at, viz. the viewpoints model defined in the lSO;ITU 
Open Distributed Processing (ODP) standardisation framework. ODP defines a generic 
framework to support the open interworking of distributed systems components. A cen- 
tral tenet of ODP is the use of viewpoints in order to decompose the task of specifying 
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Fig. 1. Relating viewpoints 
distributed systems. ODP supports five viewpoints: Enterprise, Information, Computa- 
tional, Engineering and Technology. In contrast to many other viewpoint models, ODP 
viewpoints are predefined and in this sense static, i.e. new viewpoints cannot be added. 
Each of the viewpoints has a specific purpose and is targetted at a particular class of 
specification. A complete ODP specification should contain a description of the system 
from each of the defined viewpoints. In addition, formal description techniques (FDTs) 
are variously applicable to the specification requirements of the different viewpoints. 
For example, Z [27] is being proposed for the information viewpoint and LOTOS [3] 
for the computational viewpoint. 
Fig. 1 [ 141 depicts the relationships that are involved in relating ODP viewpoints. De- 
velopment yields a specification that defines the system being described more closely. 
The term development embraces many mechanisms for evolving descriptions towards 
implementations, one of which is refinement. Because all five viewpoint specifications 
will eventually be realised by one system, there must be a way to combine specifica- 
tions from different viewpoints during development; this is known as unljication. For 
specifications in different FDTs to be combined or unified, a translation mechanism 
is needed to transform a specification in one language to a specification in another 
language. Consistency is a relation between groups of specifications. 
In our work on consistency we distinguish between intra and inter language con- 
sistency checking. Intra language consistency considers how multiple specifications in 
the same language can be shown to be consistent, while inter language consistency 
considers relations between specifications in different FDTs. 
The latter issue is a significantly more demanding topic than the former and although 
some techniques which are specific to particular pairs of languages do exist, e.g. be- 
tween LOTOS and Z [ 161, no formal framework for inter language consistency exists. 
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Thus, the formal theory presented in this paper largely restricts itself to intra language 
consistency. 
In order to inform the definition of consistency we choose it is worth considering 
what we require of such a definition. We offer the following list as a set of general 
requirements. The consistency definition we seek must 
l Be applicable intra language for many different FDTs, e.g. must make sense between 
two Z specifications and also between two LOTOS specifications. 
l Be applicable inter language between different FDTs, e.g. relate a Z specification 
to a LOTOS specification. 
l Support different classes qf‘ consistenq, check. There are many different forms of 
consistency and the appropriate check to apply depends on the viewpoint spec- 
ifications being considered and the relationship between these viewpoints [7]. For 
example, it would be inappropriate to check two specifications which express exactly 
corresponding functionality with the same notion of consistency that is applicable to 
checking consistency between specifications which extend each other’s functionality. 
b Support global consistency. Much of the work, to date. on consistency has only 
considered the case of two viewpoints (what we will call hinaq~ consistency): for 
full generality we need any arbitrary number of viewpoints greater than zero. 
l Allow different viewpoints to relate to the target system in different ways. Thus. not 
only are there different forms of consistency check, but within a consistency check, 
specifications are related in different ways. For example, the enterprise specification 
is likely to express global requirements, while the computational specification defines 
an interaction model. Thus, the relationship between the system being developed and 
the enterprise specification is very different from the relationship of the system to 
the computational specification. 
The last point prompts our work on, so-called, unbalanced consistenq’ in which each 
viewpoint is potentially related to the system under development by a different de- 
velopment relation. For example, the enterprise viewpoint may be related by a logical 
satisfaction relation while the computational viewpoint may be related by a behavioural 
conformance relation. Note also that unbalanced consistency is needed to support in- 
ter language consistency. This aspect of our work represents a significant departure 
from existing theoretical work on relating partial specifications, e.g. [1,3 11, which has 
typically looked at, what we call, balanced consistency. 
An important approach which embraces a number of formalisms is institutions [20]. 
Ref. [9] briefly compares institutions to our model. The comparison gives a number 
of reasons why we have developed a new approach, the most important of which 
perhaps is that the theory of institutions generalises logical frameworks and hence uses 
satisfaction as its core correctness relation. However, our framework is parameter&d 
on the choice of development, which could be one of many relations. 
We have considered viewpoint consistency for ODP in a number of papers 
[S, 7, 8, 17,291 and most fully in [2]. In particular, we have located a general defi- 
nition of consistency and investigated properties of the definition. However, the issue 
of strategies for checking consistency remains open. In response, this paper considers, 
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in general terms, strategies for checking consistency according to our basic definition. 
The main contribution of the paper is to investigate how to obtain global consistency 
incrementally from a series of, probably binary, consistency checks. The paper will 
highlight a number of different classes of consistency checking. These vary from the 
very poorly behaved, where, realistically, it is impossible to check global consistency 
incrementally, to the very well behaved, where all groups of specifications are triv- 
ially consistent. Throughout we will illustrate the consistency checking problem using 
LOTOS and Z; although, particular emphasis will be placed on LOTOS. 
The paper begins by reviewing our interpretation of consistency in Section 2 and 
proving some simple properties of the definition. Then in Section 3 we present back- 
ground on LOTOS and some of its development relations. Section 4 highlights basic 
strategies for checking global consistency. In particular, two classes of consistency 
checking are identified: when a unique minimally developed unification does not ex- 
ist and when such a unique minimal development (i.e. a least development) can be 
found. These two classes are considered separately in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. 
Then Section 7 discusses another restricted class of consistency checking, i.e. balanced 
consistency checking. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 8. 
2. A general interpretation of consistency 
We will give general definitions of the consistency checking relationships: consis- 
tency, both intra and inter language, and uni$cation. First though we present the nota- 
tion that we will work with. Importantly, this notation reflects the search for a general 
interpretation of consistency by defining very general notational conventions. 
Notation. We begin by assuming a set DES of formal descriptions, which contains 
both formal specifications in languages such as LOTOS and Z and semantic descriptions 
in notations such as labelled transition systems [26] and trace/refusal semantics [lo]. 
We assume a set DEV C P(DES x DES) of development relations. These are writ- 
ten dv and if X dv X’ then, in some sense, X is a valid development of X’. Our 
concept of a development relation generalises all notions of evolving a formal descrip- 
tion towards an implementation and thus embraces the many such notions that have 
been proposed. In particular, DEV contains refinement relations, equivalences and rela- 
tions which can broadly be classed as implementation relations. These different classes 
of development are best distinguished by their basic properties. Refinement is typi- 
cally reflexive and transitive (i.e. a preorder); equivalences are reflexive, symmetric 
and transitive; and implementation relations are only reflexive. 
To illustrate these concepts, the following examples of development relations can be 
highlighted and many more can be found in the literature. 
e Rejinement relations. In the process algebra domain, failures divergences refine- 
ment [12, 131 is a well-known preorder. The relation is defined between CSP pro- 
cesses and characterises refinement as reducing non-determinism. Related refinement 
relations exist for LOTOS and will be discussed in Section 3. Another example 
is refinement in the state-based world. which is often based upon the existence of 
a simulation [21]. For example, refinement between two Z specifications is verified 
by showing that the concrete specification is a simulation of the abstract specifica- 
tion. An extensive discussion on simulation-based refinement in Z is given in [30]. 
l Eqzrivalence relations. Important examples of equivalences include the bisimulation 
equivalences [26] which characterise when two process algebra specifications can 
be viewed to be indistinguishable to an external observer. Hennessy and De Nicola 
testing equivalence characterises a (weaker) equivalence that reflects an alternative 
view of what is indistinguishable to external observers. We will consider a testing 
equiva!ence in Section 3 that is closely related to the Hennessy’De Nicola cquiva- 
lence. 
o Zmplementutiorz relations. A good example of an implementation relation 1241 is 
conf [lo] which we will consider in Section 3. This represents one perspective 
on the conformance testing process, which it is argued in [lo] is not necessarily 
a transitive process. 
Our general definition of consistency which follows does not require that development 
relations support any specific properties and we have considered the consequences 
of such unconstrained development elsewhere [2]. However, this paper is particularly 
concerned with strategies for incremental consistency checking and in order to obtain 
a rich enough theory to work with we will have to put some immediate constraints on 
development. Firstly, we assume all our development relations are reflexive. This is 
a natural requirement, although, it can be problematic for inter language consistency. 
We will say more about the position of inter language consistency later. 
In addition to reflexivity, we will assume transitivity of development. This is slightly 
restrictive as it rules out implementation relations (e.g. LOTOS conf), but it is necessary 
in order to obtain a rich enough theory. In fact, the majority of the results we prove 
in the sequel require transitivity of development. In order to emphasize the importance 
of the transitivity assumption we include an example later, Example 1, which illustrates 
the damaging consequences of not making this assumption. As further justification, this 
paper is motivated by the search for incremental development strategies and transitivity 
of development seems a prerequisite of such incremental evolution of specifications. 
So, this paper assumes transitivity and reflexivity of the development relations used. 
i.e. they are preorders. So in fact, from this point on development and refinement are 
interchangable terms. 
We must also consider what interpretation of equivalence (which we denote =: ) WC 
should adopt. A natural, and standard, interpretation is 
x Viii X’ ifl X dv X’ A X’ dv X 
Thus, two descriptions are equivalent if and only if they arc both developments of the 
other. vrlL will play the role of identity in our theory. In the standard way, do is a 
partial order with identity =‘I,.. 
Another important property of equivalence is that two equivalent descriptions have 
identical development sets, i.e. every description that is a development of one will 
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be a development of the other. Furthermore, this situation only arises when the two 
descriptions are equivalent by v&. This demonstrates that during system development 
we really can choose any one of a set of equivalent specifications without affecting the 
possibilities for future development. 
In order to simplify presentation, we will consider strict development, i.e. relations 
do which are subsets of the relations dv with equivalence by =dV factored out. 
Definition 1. Overlining is an operation that can be applied to an arbitrary partial 
order, dv, with the following effect: 
Note that dv is not reflexive, as all descriptions are equivalent to themselves. 
Descriptions are written in formal techniques. A formal technique is characterised 
by the set of possible descriptions in the notation, a set of associated development 
relations and a set of semantic maps. For a particular formal technique ft we denote 
the set of all descriptions in ft as DEL+?ft, the set of all development relations as DEVf, 
and the set of all semantic maps as SEyft. 
Basic dqjinition. In its general form consistency is a check which takes any number 
of descriptions, Xi ,X2, . . . , X,, and returns true if all the descriptions are consistent and 
false otherwise. This check will be performed according to a group of development 
relations, dvl, dvz, . . , dv,, one per description, and is denoted 
C(dul,X )(dvdi 1.. . (~vn,Xn), 
a shorthand for which is C (dq,xi). The validity of the check has two elements: type 
correctness and consistency. 
Type correctness ensures that the consistency check being attempted is sensible. 
For example, it would prevent a development relation being applied to a specification 
written in a different language to that which the development relation is defined over. 
Type correctness becomes an issue when determining an appropriate inter language 
consistency check to apply. For simplicity, in this paper all consistency checks will be 
assumed to be type correct. 
Intuitively we view n specifications Xi ,X2,. ,X, as consistent if and only if there 
exists a physical implementation which is a realization of all the specifications, i.e. 
X1 ,X2 through to X,, can be implemented in a single system. However, we can only 
work in the formal setting, so we express consistency in terms of a common (formal) 
description, X, and a list of development relations, dvl ,dvz, . , dv,. Definition 2 states 
that n descriptions are consistent if and only if a description can be found which is 
a development of Xl according to dq, X2 according to dv2, through to X, according 
to dv,,, and the description is internally valid, written Y(X). The structure of the 
consistency check is depicted in Fig. 2 and is formalized in Definition 2. We denote 
this interpretation of consistency as C. 
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Fig. 2. A consistency check 
Definition 2 (Consistency). 
C(u’r,.X,) holds, iff 3X ED&S s.t.(x dr;, XI A . ..r\Xdr., &)A Y(X). 
The internal validity check in the above definition formalises the notion of imple- 
mentability. It is required because descriptions relate to physical implementations in 
different ways for different languages and, in particular, for some FDTs not all specifi- 
cations are implementable. For some FDTs it is possible to find a description which is 
a common development of a pair of specifications, but is not itself implementable. The 
property Y(X) is true if and only if the description A’ has a real implementation. Thus, 
Y acts as a receptacle for properties of particular languages that make descriptions in 
that language unimplementable. For example, a Z specification which contains con- 
tradictions would not be internally valid, e.g. an operation [n! : N 1 n! = 5 A n! = 31 has 
no real implementation. This ensures that Definition 2 in the case that n = 1 coincides 
with what is commonly called “consistency” of a single specification. In fact, for an 
appropriate notion of development, dtl say, we could write Y(X) as C(dv,X). 
Unification is the mechanism by which descriptions are composed in such a way 
that the composition is a development of all the descriptions. 
Definition 3 ( Un$cation set). 
,‘)/(dc,,X,)(du?,X?)...(du,,,X,,)={XEDES: X dvl XI A..‘A X dti,, X,,}. 
I ..,, 
WC will use the notation J?Y (dc, ,X,) as a shorthand for “l/(dz!l ,XI)(~Q,XZ). . . (dc,,, 
X,,). The unification set is the set of all common developments of a list of descriptions, 
I. li 
i.e. the set of all unifications. Clearly, C (dc,.Xi) holds if and only if 3X E % such 
that Y(X). In fact, one approach to consistency checking is to perform a unification 
and then to show that this unification is internally valid. 
The following proposition can be easily proved. The proposition expresses the ob- 
vious result that a unification of n specifications is a unification of a subset of the n 
specifications. 
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Proposition 1. {(du,,X,),. ..,(du,,Xn)} 2 {(dul,,X[),. .,(du~,,X~)} * 
@(&I, ,x, ) . . . (du,,,X,,) c a(du; ,x:> . . (du:,,X:). 
Our interpretation of consistency, C, meets the requirements for a definition of con- 
sistency that we highlighted earlier, in the following ways: 
Different development relations can be instantiated which are appropriate both to 
different FDTs and to assessing different forms of consistency. 
Both intra and inter language consistency are incorporated. In particular, note that in 
most cases Xi ,X2,. . . ,X, in the above definition will all be specifications, however, X 
will commonly be a semantic representation. In particular, if some of X1,X,, . .,X, 
are in different languages then X is likely to be in a common semantic notation. 
Consistency checking between an arbitrary number of descriptions can be supported 
and checked according to a list of development relations. Binary consistency, e.g. 
C(doi,X,)(dt~,Xz), is just a special case of this global consistency. Binary consis- 
tency is a binary relation; we will often write it as Xi CdL’,,dc2 XI. 
Both balanced and unbalanced consistency are incorporated. Unbalanced consistency 
I ..n 
arises if dui # dvi for some i # j, while C (dui,X;) is balanced iff dvi = dvj, Vi, j s.t. 
I..n 
1 <i, j<n. Balanced consistency is written: Cd,,Xi and binary balanced consistency, 
C&Xr ,X2), is often written as Xl Cd, X2. 
is beyond the scope of this paper to fully document the properties of our interpretation 
of consistency, the interested reader is referred to [2]; however, a number of classes 
of consistency will be used later in this paper and are reviewed now. 
Complete consistency. It is possible that the application of a consistency check on 
a particular FDT may always be consistent, i.e. any set of descriptions chosen from 
the language will be consistent. This property is called complete consistency and is 
defined as follows. 
Definition 4 (Complete consistency of an FDT). A formal description technique, ft, 
is completely consistent according to a group of development relations dvl, . . . ,dv, if 
I ..n 
and only if for all XI, . ,X,, in DES,,, C (du;,X, ). 
Thus, if an FDT is known to be completely consistent there is no need to undertake 
consistency checking. This, for example, is the case for LOTOS specifications when 
balanced consistency according to extension or trace preorder are being considered. 
These examples will be returned to in Section 7. 
Implementation complete. There are a number of languages in which all specifica- 
tions are internally valid. This, for example, is the case with LOTOS* and behavioural 
specification languages, such as LOTOS, Estelle and SDL, in general. We will discuss 
this aspect of the LOTOS language further in Section 3. Thus, we introduce the fol- 
lowing notation. 
2 There is an issue concerning inconsistencies within the LOTOS data language, i.e. inconsistent ACT- 
ONE algebraic rules. However, in this paper we will only be interested in the behavioural part of LOTOS. 
Thus, when we mention LOTOS in this paper, we are, to be more precise, talking about basic LOTOS. 
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Notation 1 (Implementation complete). A formal technique,ft is called implementation 
complete ifs VX E DES,,,, Y(X). 
Pairwise consistency. An important issue is in what way we can determine con- 
sistency, for example, can we assert consistency between three or more descriptions 
by performing a series of pairwise consistency checks. In order to determine this we 
consider the notion of a pairwise consistency check. 
Definition 5 (Pairwise consistency*). Descriptions XI ,X2,. ,X,, are pairwise consis- 
tent according to development relations dvl , due, . . dv,, iff 
Vi,j s.t. 1 di,j<n, X, C(I~,.~~~, Xii. 
The following result characterizes the broad relationship between pairwise and normal 
consistency. 
Proposition 2. (i) Consistency implies pairwise consistency. 
(ii) Pairwise consistency of three or more speci@ations does not imply consistency. 
Proof. (i) Assume 3X E DES s.t.(X do, XI /\ X dz)? XI A .. A X du, X,,) /\ Y(X). 
Now clearly X, C~/V,,~~i., Xi for any 1 di, j dn since X can act as the internally valid 
common development. 
(ii) We demonstrate this by counterexample. Consider the three specifications: Si = 
[.r!,y!:N(?c!=y!], &=[x!,z!:N(Ix!=z!] and S~=[z!,y!:N/z!#y!]. Intuitively 
these are balanced pairwise consistent, i.e. Si C SZ, Sl C S3, Sr C Ss, but, they 
are not globally consistent. 0 
Intuitively, the second part of the above proposition arises because pairwise con- 
sistency only requires the existence of a common development for each of the con- 
stituent binary checks. Thus, many binary consistency results may exist each of which 
focuses on a different common development. This is not sufficient to induce “global” 
consistency which requires the existence of a single common development. 
3. Background on LOTOS 
Subsequent sections of this paper apply the framework to the FDT LOTOS [3]. 
However, introducing LOTOS is beyond the scope of this paper, thus, this section will 
assume familiarity with the language. An introduction to LOTOS can be found in [3]. 
We reiterate the standard definitions of a number of the LOTOS development relations 
which we will use in this paper. First we introduce some notation. 
Notation. In the following P,P’,Q, Q’ stand for processes. 22 is the alphabet of 
observable actions associated with a certain process, while i is the invisible or internal 
action. We use the variable a to range over 2. Furthermore, 6p* denotes strings (or 
traces) over 2’. The constant E E Y* denotes the empty string, and the variable 0 
ranges over 2?*. In Table 1 the notion of transition is generalised to traces. 
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Table 1 
Derived transition denotations 
Notation Meaning 
Denotes a transition, i.e. 
P can do p and consequently behaves as P’ 
Reflexive and transitive closure of A 
/ 
gQ,Q’.P+QAQ’%P’ 
3P/.PSP’ 
$P’.PSP/ 
Using the notation derived in Table 1, we can define the following: 
l E(P) = (0 E _Y* (P %}, denotes the set of traces of a process P. 
l P after a = {P’) P %P’}, denotes the set of all states reachable from P by the 
trace B. 
l Ref(P,a)= {XI3P’ E (P after a), s.t. VCCEX: P&n}, denotes the refusals of P 
after a. 
Also, we say that P has finite behaviour iff 3n E N Va E Tr(P) . (al <n (where /a[ 
denotes the length of a), otherwise we say it has infinite behaviour. This same concept 
appears in [22]. 
Trace preorder. An important category of system properties that one would like 
satisfied, are safety properties [lo]. Safety properties state that something bad should 
not happen, where something bad can be interpreted as a certain trace of the speci- 
fication. Observe that if S is a safety property, then ‘da,, a2 we have if aI <a2 then 
S(a2) +S(al), i.e. if S holds for the trace al, it also holds for all its prefixes. In 
particular, all safety properties hold for the empty trace E. 
When a specification is refined, it seems reasonable to require that the refinement is 
at least as safe as the specification. This intuition is reflected by the trace preorder. 
Definition 6 (Trace preorder). Given two process specifications P and Q, then P is 
a trace refinement of $3, denoted P Gt, Q, iff D-(P) 5 D(Q). 
Reduction. In addition to safety properties the liveness (or deadlock) properties [lo] 
of a system are also important. A liveness property states that something good must 
eventually happen. It may be required that a development of a specification does not 
deadlock in a situation where the specification would not deadlock, in other words, 
every trace that the specification must do, the development must do as well. A refine- 
ment relation that combines both the preservation of safety and liveness properties is 
the reduction relation, red, defined in [lo]. 3 
3 You should notice that this is just one interpretation/kind of refinement. The perspective that refinement 
corresponds to reduction of non-determinism is a common one, e.g. to take a non-process algebra example, 
strengthening postconditions corresponds to reducing non-determinism of state based specifications [6]. How- 
ever, it is clearly only one interpretation and other valid notions of refinement exist, e.g. extension, which 
is discussed next. 
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Definition 7 (Reduction). Given two process specifications P and Q, then P (deter- 
ministically) reduces Q, denoted P red Q, iff: 
I. P <,,.Q, and 
2. Vc E 7?(Q), Rqf(P, a) C Ref(Q, o). 4 
Extension. Another refinement relation proposed in [IO] is the extension relation. 
This relation allows new possible traces to be introduced, while preserving the liveness 
properties of the specification. Extension seems particularly relevant in the context of 
partial specification. 
Definition 8 (Extension). Given two process specifications P and Q, then P extends 
Q, denoted P ext Q, iff: 
1. TV(P) 2 Tr(Q), and 
2. V’a E Tu(Q), Ref’(P, a) C: Ref(Q, 0). 
Conformance and its transitive closure. The conf relation [I I], has been adopted as 
an interpretation of conformance in LOTOS, it is defined as follows. 
Definition 9 (Conformance). P conf Q, iff V’a E TY( Q), ReJ’(P, a) C_ Ref(Q, CJ ). 
However, as suggested previously conf is unfortunately not transitive [24, 151. Thus, 
we will use the transitive closure of conf, which we denote conf*. 5 Our use of this 
relation is justified by recent work [15] which suggests that conf* is an important 
relation in its own right which can be characterised in terms of a notion of testing 
called .friendly testing. We will use conf* for illustrative purposes later in the paper. 
When we do this we will need to use some simple properties of conf* which we prove 
here. 
Proposition 3. ( 1) conf C conf * ; 
(2) redcconf* n<,,-. 
Proof. The first of these follows from the fact that conf is not transitive, see for 
example [24]. The second needs some explanation. 
Firstly, we can see that red C conf * n 6 f,. since from ( 1 ), conf n d f,. C: conf * n < ,,.. 
Secondly, we can provide an example which justifies that conf* n 6 (,. # red. Consider 
the following three processes (these are the processes used by [24] to show that conf 
is not transitive): 
RI := b;stop [] i;a;stop 
Rz := i; a; stop 
RJ := b; c; stop; [] i; a; stop 
4 Note that the definition of refusals ensures that if (T $Z Tr(P) then Ref(P. 0) = 0. 
’ Note that conf is reflexive. 
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It can be shown that RI conf Rz, R2 conf R3 and ~(RI conf R3 ). Thus, RI conf * R3 
and furthermore, RI conf* n dN.R3 but ~(RI red R3). 0 
Testing equivalence. A standard interpretation of equivalence is given by the testing 
equivalence relation [lo]. As its defining properties we could use either that P te Q HP 
red n red-’ Q HP ext next-’ Q. So, testing equivalence is a sensible identity in the 
sense of =i for both red and ext. 
Definition 10 (Testing equivalence). 
P te Q iff Tr(P)= D(Q) A VC E TV(P), Ref (P, G) = Ref(Q, a). 
Note that all the relations we have defined here are preorders (apart from conf). In 
addition as its name suggests, testing equivalence is also symmetric. 
Internal validity. At least theoretically, we can view all LOTOS specifications as 
implementable (if we once again ignore the possibility of inconsistent data definitions). 
Even degenerate specifications, such as those containing deadlocks, for example, have 
a physical implementation equivalent. Thus, all LOTOS descriptions are internally valid. 
This is a fundamental characteristic of behavioural languages that distinguishes them 
from logically based specification notations. 
Proposition 4. (Assuming consistency of the ACT-ONE dejkitions) LOTOS is im- 
plementation complete. 
This proposition is important as it considerably simplifies the class of consistency 
that must be considered for LOTOS. 
4. Basic strategies for consistency checking 
Up to this point we have investigated consistency in terms of a set of possible 
unifications, i.e. descriptions Xt ,X2,. . . ,X,, are consistent if, firstly, the set of possible 
I ..n 
unifications % (dvi,Xi) is non-empty and, secondly, the set contains an internally valid 
description. Such a unification set could be very large and often infinite. Clearly, if 
a system development trajectory is to be provided for viewpoint models then it is 
important that we reduce the choice of unification. Ultimately, we would like to select 
just one description from the set of unifications. This will not always be possible. So, 
we will also investigate how we can work with a subset of the unification set. This will 
enable us to obtain global consistency from a series of non-global (probably binary) 
consistency checks and unifications. The objective of the remainder of this paper is to 
characterise the unification(s) that should be chosen from the unification set. 
This section considers basic strategies for consistency checking. In particular, the 
issue of representative unification is considered in Section 4.1. Then general formats 
for binary consistency checking are considered in Section 4.2 and the central issue of 
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minimally developed unification is discussed in Section 4.3. These basic strategies will 
be used in later sections when we consider the properties required in order to realise 
a binary consistency checking strategy. 
4.1. Representative un$cation 
A particular unification algorithm will construct just one member of the unification 
set. Importantly, we need to know that the unification that we construct is internally 
valid if and only if an internally valid unification exists; otherwise we may construct 
an internally invalid unification despite the fact that an alternative unification may be 
internally valid. 
Thus, we introduce the concept of a representative unification, which is defined as 
follows. 
Definition 11. X E u& (dui,Xj) is a representative unification iff 
(3X’ E 2; (d?J,,Xj) s.t. Y(X’))* Y(X). 
The following result is very straightforward. 
Proposition 5. ft is implementation complete and XI, . . .X,, E DES/,, =+ 
I ..I? 
tJX E JM (dv;,X;) X is a representative un$cation 
So, this result implies that for a language such as LOTOS, representativeness of 
unification does not arise. 
We would certainly expect the unification functions that we adopt to yield a rep- 
resentative unification as a reflection of this, for the remainder of this paper we will 
assume representativeness of the unification functions that we consider. 
4.2. Binary consistency checking strategies 
We would like to obtain global consistency through a series of binary consis- 
tency checks. We have found that naive pairwise checking does not give us this, see 
Proposition 2. However, a combination of binary consistency checks and binary unifi- 
cation of the form shown in Fig. 3 should intuitively work, i.e. XI and X2 are checked 
for consistency, then a unification of Xr and XI is obtained, which is checked for con- 
sistency against X3, then a unification of XJ and the previous unification is performed. 
This process is continued through the n viewpoint descriptions. Thus, the base case is 
a binary consistency check and then repeated unification and binary consistency checks 
are performed against the next description. Of course, this is just one possible se- 
quence of binary consistency checks. We would like to obtain full associativity results 
which support any appropriate incremental consistency checking strategy. However, as 
an archetypal approach, the binary consistency checking strategy of Fig. 3 will serve 
as an initial focus for our investigations. 
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Fig. 3. Binary consistency algorithm. 
The advantages of such incremental consistency checking strategies are that they do 
not force the involvement of all viewpoints in every consistency check. In particular, it 
may be possible to incrementally correct inconsistencies. In addition, such an approach 
will aid maintaining structure when unifying. One of the main problems with unification 
algorithms is that the generated unification will, in general, be devoid of high level 
specification structure (e.g. operators such as /[]I in LOTOS are expanded out) [29]. 
This is a big problem if the unification is to be further developed. It is very unlikely that 
a single unification of a large group of viewpoints will be able to reconcile the structure 
of all the views, however, an incremental focus of restructuring may be possible. 
The next definition characterises the binary consistency checking strategy that we are 
interested in. We denote the strategy 17~1, where U is a particular binary unification 
function. IZ incorporates a series of binary consistency checks, each of which uses U 
to perform the binary unification. U has the general form 
U: (DEV x DES) x (DEV x DES) + [la(DES) 
i.e. it takes two pairs (each comprising a development relation and a description) and 
yields a set of descriptions. A typical application of the function, e.g. 
U(dv,X)(du’,X’) 
generates a set of descriptions, which are, intuitively, possible unifications of X and X’ 
according to dv and dv’ respectively. We will investigate the suitability of specific 
binary unification functions by instantiating these functions for U in Ii’“. Thus, II, 
gives us a general structure for obtaining global consistency from a series of binary 
unifications, but it is parameterised on the particular binary unification function to use. 
Obviously, the spectrum of possible instantiations of U is very large, from functions 
that yield all possible binary unifications, i.e. 02, to functions which select just one 
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unification. Clearly, our ultimate objective is to use a unification function which yields 
a single unification, however, this will not turn out to be possible in all cases. Thus, at 
this stage we have chosen to be most general and let U generate a set of unifications. 
Definition 12. 
IIL’(dU,,X,). . (du,,,xJC~ 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
(3X,-z E U(du, ndt12 n.. ‘ndu,,_2, L3)(da,,_I,X,,_,) 
A WC-2)) A Step n - 2 
(3Ll ~U(du, ndu2n...ndo,,_,,Yi,._?)(d~,,,X,,) 
A Y(LI))) step n - I 
Thus, each step in the algorithm considers a unification set using the binary unification 
function U. The ith step is satisfied if a description, Y, can be found in the set of 
unifications generated by the function U that is internally valid and can be used to 
satisfy the (i + 1)th step. A depiction of IT,;. with n = 4, is given in Fig. 4. It should 
be apparent that consistency checking is implicit in each step. Thus, the existence of 
an internally valid ith unification, Y,, ensures that Y_, and X,+1 are consistent. Clearly, 
if an internally valid unification does not exist for a particular step then consistency 
would be lost. 
In addition notice how when we have performed a binary unification, e.g. C’(dr. Y) 
(du,,X,), the next binary unification will intersect dc and dc,; this ensures that the final 
unification (using transitivity of development) is a development by dv, of X, for all ,i. 
As mentioned earlier the unification construction function, U, yields a set of unih- 
cations, which could be a singleton. We assume U satisfies the following constraints. 
Definition 13. A binary unification function U is valid if and only if 
(U.i) U(du,X)(du’,X’) C u2(d~,X)(dv’,X’) and 
(V.ii) JcY(du,X)(du’,X’) # 0 =+ U(dz:,X)(du’,X’) # 0. 
These are minimal constraints that ensure U is a sensible binary unification method. 
(U.i) guarantees that the unifications generated by U are in the set of all unifications 
obtained by I# (remember % is our base unification function, see Definiton 3) and 
(U.ii) ensures that if a unification exists, U will not yield the empty set. Using these 
constraints we can show that if our binary consistency checking strategy is satisfied 
then consistency follows. 
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Fig. 4. Predicates and relations in binary consistency algorithm. 
Proposition 6. Assuming dvi, 1 <i <n, is a preorder and U satisfies (U.i) and (U.ii), 
I ..?I I ..n 
Ii’u(dv;y&) * C (dvi,X). 
I..,, 
Proof. Assume IZu(dq&) holds. Now from step iz - 1 in Ii’v we deduce 
3Y s.t. Y (dq ndv2n...ndu,_,) Y,,_2 A (1) 
Y dv, X,, A (2) 
VY) (3) 
We will show that Y is the required common development of Xi through to X,, to 
I ..n 
give us C(dvi,Xi). Firstly, (2) and (3) give us immediately that Y(Y) and Y du &. 
Now from (1) and Y,,-2 E U(dv, n’..ndv,_2, Yn--3)(dv,_1,Xn_I) we can deduce that 
Y dv,,_l Yn-2 and Yn-2 dv,-1 X,_ 1, thus, from transitivity of dv,_l we have Y dun-l 
X,_ 1. We can perform similar arguments down through the construction of L’ to de- 
termine that Y dv,_2 X-2 A. .. A Y dv2 X2 A Y dvl XI. Thus, Y is the required 
I..n 
common development and C (dvi,Xi) holds. 0 
Example 1. It is here that we can really illustrate why transitivity of development 
relations is so essential, we do this by giving an example of an invalid consistency 
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conf 
te \/ 
p3 
conf 
/ 
4 
conf 
Pl 
Fig. 5. An incorrect consistency check 
checking strategy that could arise with the, non-transitive, development relation conf. 
So, consider the following LOTOS specifications: 
The following relationships under conf are key to the example: 
Vj(l <j<4).Pj conf 4 
P4 conf 5, P, conf P4 
but, importantly, -(PI conf P3) because after the trace b, PI refuses c while Pj does 
not refuse it. In fact, PI, P4 and Pj are the canonical examples of non-transitivity of 
conf once again. 
PI := b; stop [] i; a stop 
P2 := stop 
Pj := b; c; stop [] i; a stop 
Pd := i; a; stop 
Now consider the following consistency check: 
C(te,Pl)(conf,P2)(conf,P3) 
It is clear that this cannot hold since any process that is testing equivalent to PI 
cannot conform to P3 (as just highlighted). However, due to non-transitivity of conf 
applying a consistency checking strategy in the style of 17 will incorrectly find the 
three specifications consistent. Such a strategy is shown in Fig. 5. 
It is also worth pointing out that associative unification strategies for checking bal- 
anced consistency under te and conf can easily be defined, see Proposition A.1 in 
the appendix. However, this fact does not ensure that when we put the two relations 
together in an unbalanced consistency check, we will get a well behaved consistency 
checking strategy. 
Using Proposition 6 we can show that performing Il with the full unification set 
function, i.e. instantiating @ for U, is equal to consistency. Clearly, we would expect 
this to be the case and if it was not we would have to worry about Il. 
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Proposition 7. Assume dvi, 1 d i dn, is a preorder. Then, 
I ..,I 
liTddv,,Xl )(duz,&). . .(&,A,) = c (dv;,X). 
Proof. (+) % trivially satisfies (U.i) and (U.ii); thus we can use the previous result, 
Proposition 6, to give this direction of implication. 
I..,, I ..)I 
(-+=) Assume C (dq,X,) holds, i.e. 3Y E 6$(dv;,xj) such that Y(Y). We will show 
that Y can act as the unification in all steps of ZI. Firstly, the internal validity require- 
ment of each step will clearly be satisfied for Y. In addition, using Proposition 1 we 
get, Y E %!(dul ,X,)(d02,X2) and thus step 1. Step 2 follows since Y du3 Y3, by our 
assumption and Y dv, ndv~ Y from the reflexivity of development, i.e. YE %(dul fl 
du2, Y)(du3,Xj). Using similar arguments we can get step 3 and all steps up to IZ - 1 
as required. 0 
However, if we use a valid unification construction function (i.e. one that satisfies 
(U.i) and (Vii)) other than “u the converse to Proposition 6 does not, in general, 
follow, i.e. C + n,, and we clearly require this direction if IZ is to be used. 
Example 2. We will give two straightforward examples of why a simple binary con- 
sistency checking strategy may not give global consistency. The first example is for 
LOTOS and the second is for 2. 
LOTOS. Consider the three LOTOS specifications, PI := i; a; stop [] i; b;stop, 
P2 := a; stop [] i: b; stop and Pj := a; stop. Further consider the consistency check Cred 
(P,, P2, P3), where red is the LOTOS reduction relation, which refines through reduc- 
tion of non-determinism (see Section 3). The three specifications are consistent by 
reduction since Px is a reduction of all three specifications. However, if we attempt a 
binary consistency checking algorithm and started with Pi and P2 we may choose as 
the unification of these two the process P := i; b; stop, and Cred(P, Pj) does not hold. 
Z. Consider the three Z specifications, Si = [n !:N(n!=5Vn!=7],&=[n!:NIn!= 
7 v n! = 51, and S3 = [n! : N 1 n! = 51. The first two specifications could be unified to 
yield [n! : N 1 n! = 71, which is not consistent with the third. But, the third specification 
could act as a refinement of all three. 
These examples suggest the class of unifications that we must select. Specifically, 
we should choose the least developed unification, i.e. the one that is most abstract 
and is, in terms of development, closest to the original descriptions. In both the above 
examples this will give the required result. In the LOTOS example 4 itself should have 
been chosen as the unification of P, and Pz as it is the least reduced unification, up to 
testing equivalence. Similarly, in the Z example either of the identical specifications Sr 
or S2 should have been chosen initially. The issue is that we could choose a unification 
of two descriptions that is too developed to be reconciled with a third description, while 
a less developed unification that could be reconciled, exists. The problem is evolving 
the two original specifications unnecessarily far towards the concrete during unification. 
We will in fact reserve the term least developed unification for a very well behaved 
class of consistency, we have a few more hurdles before we get to it. Thus, the next 
section considers the more general concept of a minimally developed unification. 
4.3. Minimall~~ developed unijications 
In traditional single threaded (waterfall) models of system development the issue 
of minimal/least development does not arise. This is because, assuming development 
is a preorder, each description is a least development of itself, i.e. is a development 
of itself (because of reflexivity) and is less developed than any other development. 
Unfortunately, the situation is not so straightforward when we generalise to viewpoints 
and when we must reconcile the development trajectory of more than one description. 
First our interpretation of minimally developed unification. We assume dr,. 1 < i <n, 
are preorders. 
Definition 14 (Minimally developed un$cation). 2’ e ‘$1 (dc,,.Y/) is a minimally de- 
I ., I, 
veloped unification iff 7(3X’ E d$ (dv,,X, ). s.t. X ?I dc, X’ ), where fi dv, is a shorthand 
for dcl n,..r?dc,,. 
This definition ensures that a unification which X is a strict development of does 
not exist. Notice the interpretation of development, that X and X’ are related by 
dr, n n dc,,, i.e. the set of unifications is ordered by the intersection of the dc- 
velopment relations used in unification. Fig. 6 depicts a typical situation, X, X’ and 
X” are unifications of Xl and X2 and X, X’ and X” are ordered by dv, n dcl. In this 
diagram X is the minimally developed unification of XI and X2. dv, n fl L/P,, is a 
natural interpretation of development between unifications because all descriptions in 
Fig. 6. A typical minimally developed unification situation. 
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the unification set that are descendents of a minimally developed unification X are 
developments of X by all relevant development relations. 
Note that another way of looking at the minimally development is that it is a maximal 
element in the set of possible developments. Thus, by reversing the point of reference 
we can exchange minimally for maximal. At some points in the text it will be most 
convenient o make this reversal and talk in terms of maximal elements of sets of 
developments. 
Unfortunately, for inter language consistency, the minimally developed of the set of 
unifications is a problematic oncept. Specifically, descriptions in the unification set, 
I ..n 
$2 (dvi,Xi), are likely to be in a different notation from Xi,. . . ,X,; thus it is unlikely that 
the unifications can be related in a type correct manner using dvl n. . . IY dv,. Thus, this 
definition and the remaining theory will only be applied to intra language consistency. 
Ongoing work is addressing eneralisation of minimally developed unification to the 
inter language setting. 
It is also disappointing to discover that for arbitrary development relations (even 
when constrained to be preorders and in the intra language setting) the minimally 
developed unification will not necessarily be unique. (By way of clarification, here we 
are talking about uniqueness up to equivalence, where equivalence is interpreted as 
=: II ndL for dvl,..., dv, the relevant development relations. Throughout he remainder of 
the laper, when we talk about uniqueness, we mean unique up to equivalence.) 
Example 3. If we have four descriptions: Xl, Xl, X3 and X4; and the development 
relations between descriptions indicated in Fig. 7, both X3 and X4 are minimally de- 
veloped unifications of Xi and X2, i.e. they are clearly both in %(dvl,Xl)(dv2,X2) and 
neither has an ancestor by dvl ndvz in @(dvl,Xl)(dvz,XZ). Furthermore, examples of 
this form are characteristic of situations that foil n. Specifically, consider the devel- 
opment relations in Fig. 8. In this situation we may unify Xi and X2 to X4 and then 
Fig. 7. Development relations. 
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dv 
Fig. 8. Problematic unifications. 
where 
- + denotes trace preorder 
and _ denotes extension 
In addition, all nodes are related 
to themselves by both relations 
and arrows arising from transitivity 
are not depicted. 
Fig. 9. LOTOS development relations 
fail to find a common development with Xs even though X5 could act as the required 
common development of Xl, X2 and X3. 
We can illustrate such a situation by considering the LOTOS consistency check 
C( f ,,-,XI )(ext,XZ )( < lr,X3 ), where 
X,:=a;b;c;stop X2:=a;stop Xi:=a;stop [] c;stop and X4:=a;b;stop 
Now both XI and X4 (amongst others) are minimal unifications from #( 6,-,X, ) 
(ext,XI) (Fig. 9 shows a subset of the relevant development relations). In partic- 
ular, notice that XI and XJ are not related by 6,,. next, thus, neither is less de- 
veloped than the other. Furthermore, if we now consider the full consistency check, 
C( <,,-,X1 )(ext,Xz)( <[,.,X3), the choice of minimally developed unification is extremely 
significant, since X2 < ,V Xs but X4 $ f,. X3. Thus, in order to perform this consistency 
check we need to check against the set of all minimally developed unifications of XI 
and X2, which would include both X2 and X4. 
In response to these observations we will divide our discussion of minimally de- 
veloped unification into two parts. First, we will consider the situation in which the 
minimally developed unification is not unique, then we will discuss the situation in 
which it is unique. These two cases will be discussed in the following two sections. In 
the former case we consider unification according to the set of all minimally developed 
unifications. This is a compromise of our ultimate objective which is to locate a single 
unification, but it allows us to, in general, reduce the specification set to some extent. 
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Our objective is to consider the consequence of using the minimally developed unifica- 
tion set as unification function. If this gives us the required relationship between Zi’ and 
C, then we will attempt to be more selective from amongst the minimally developed 
unification set and locate under what circumstances we can take just one element from 
the set. 
5. Non-unique minimally developed unification 
5.1. Relating consistency and minimal development 
We define the minimally developed unification set, which we denote Af%(dq ,X1 ) . . 
I ..n 
(dv,,,X,,) or C&2’U%l(dvi,X,), as follows. 
Definition 15 (Minimally developed unijication set). 
I ..n I ..,I 
_,&‘%‘(dvi,X;) = {XI X E 0~ (dvi,Xi) A 1(3X E ‘&(dv/,Xi), S.t. X fi dv; X’}. 
Thus, the minimally developed unification set is the set of all unifications that do 
not have a non-equivalent ancestor in the unification set. In order to use AL!% as the 
unification function in I7 we must show that A?‘@ is valid with regard to d@, i.e. it 
satisfies conditions (U.i) and (U.ii). The first of these is straightforward, it follows 
directly from the next proposition. 
I ..n I ..n 
Proposition 8. A4Y(dvj,&) g @(dvi,X;). 
I ..n I ..n 
Proof. Take X E A%(dq,X,), by the definition of A%, X E uli (dv;,X;). 0 
Corollary 1. A@(dv,X)(du’,X’) C @(dv,X)(dv’,X’). 
(Uii) though is more difficult and obtaining this validity constraint is central to 
showing that ZI,, is equal to C. We will have to impose certain “well behavedness” 
constraints on development in order to obtain this property. With the constraints that 
we have already imposed on development, i.e. being a preorder, these properties give 
us a set of requirements that development in a particular formalism must satisfy in 
order for it to be used in our framework of unification. In order not to lose the flow 
of our current argument we will refrain for the moment from consideration of these 
constraints; they will be discussed in Section 5.2. For the moment we simply state 
the result that we want; Section 5.2 will provide proofs. We actually need a stronger 
property than (U.ii) in order to prove the forthcoming Theorem 1. The property that 
we need is Property 1. 
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Property 1. X E yfi (&,X;) *3X’ E .A%(dci,X,) s.t. X h dz;, X’. 
This property states that all unifications have an ancestor in the minimally developed 
unification set. In other words, all unifications are developments, by fide,, of a mini- 
mally developed unification. Notice, a minimally developed unification is a development 
of itself. You may think that such a requirement would naturally hold, but Section 5.2 
shows that this is not the case. Once we have Property 1 we can easily obtain (U.ii); 
it is an immediate consequence of the following, which can be easily verified. 
l..!i I ..I, 
Proposition 9. Property 1 =+( Q (du,,X;) # Cn =+ .Al4!(dv,,X,) # 0). 
We now have enough theory to tackle the main concern of this section; obtaining 
global consistency from binary consistency checking and to relate C to II ,J,,,. 
Theorem 1. Given Property 1 and A% a representatitre unijication 
Proof. The first section of the appendix contains an induction proof (Proposition A.2). 
I ..!I 
where n ,, ,,, is a slightly stronger constraint than II I(,,,, that C (dui,X, ) =+ n ,, ,I, 
(dtq .X1 ) . (do,,,&). From an examination of the conditions of n, if .&z’~# is 
representative, II.,(dz:,,Xi).. .(dv,,X,,)3n,,.(d~,,X,). .(do,,,X,). In addition, 
Proposition 6 gives us the other direction of implication. ri 
This is the result we are seeking, it states that subject to Property 1 holding and 
.&Z+ a representative unification strategy we can equate the binary consistency checking 
strategy II,, with consistency, i.e. if each binary unification considers the set of all 
minimally developed unifications then we will obtain consistency. However, in order, 
to obtain this identity it is sufficient to verify Property 1. The next subsection considers 
constraints on development that realise this property. 
5.2. Constraints on development 
The difficulty surrounding obtaining Property 1 (and hence constraint (U.ii)) is that 
the chain of candidate minimal unifications may be infinite, as depicted in Fig. 10 and 
a maximal member of the chain, Y;, may not exist. We can illustrate this situation 
using the LOTOS development relations, we do this in the following example. 
Example 4. Let 
6 =conf*n - 
where N is the equivalence formed as follows: 
Let K c DESLoros be the set of all LOTOS specifications that have finite behaviour, 
e.g. a;a;stop and b;stop [] c;a;stop, would both be in K, but P:= a; P would not be 
inKandletN =KxK. 
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Fig. 10. Infinite chain of candidate “minimally” developed unifications. 
It is straightforward to show that d is a preorder. 
The intuition behind 6 is that PI <PI means that PI conforms (+ a bit more in order 
to get transitivity) to P2 and, in addition, PI cannot be infinite (in terms of traces) unless 
Pz is. This is a form of realisability constraint which ensures that conP does not hinder 
realisability, i.e. if P2 is finite and thus, in a very strong sense, realisable, it ensures 
that PI will also be finite and similarly realisable. 
Now let 
P:=a;P and Q:=stop 
then the following consistency check: 
does not yield a well formed minimal unification set. For example, let Y be the infinite 
chain of processes, informally, characterised as follows: 
Y, := i; stop 
Y, := i; stop [] a; stop 
Yz := i; stop [] a; (i; stop [] a; stop) 
Y, := i; stop [] a; (i; stop [] a; (i; stop [] a; stop)) 
It can be seen that Y c %(P, Gr,.)(Q, -S), since if we take R as an arbitrary element 
from Y then, 
1. Tr(P) is the set of all finite prefixes of the infinite trace a a a . . . and clearly 
Tr(R) c Tr(P>t 
2. Q is finite and all elements of Y are finite and also Q has just one trace, E, 
and Ref(Q, E) = P(Act), so, for all R E Y. Ref (R, E) C Ref(Q, E) and thus, R conf*Q 
(since conf C conf * ). 
In addition, dr n d = ( dt,- n conf * ) n - I ( d f,. fl conf) n N = red n +J. So, for all 
finite processes Gt, n d > red. Furthermore, all elements of Y are finite, Y red Ku,+, 
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(and hence Y, < ,I’ n d YrLI ) and Y does not contain an upper bound according to 
< ,,. n <, Thus, Y is an infinitely increasing chain of candidate minimal unifications. 
However interestingly, both (DESLOTOS, d ) and (DESLOT~J,~. d ,,.) satisfy Property 1 
individually. A proof of the latter of these is straightforward. We present a proof of 
the former in the appendix: Proposition A.3. 
The following proposition shows that if all infinite chains in the unification set hav-e 
an upper bound. i.e. 
I .,I 
{Xl,Xz.. .} C_ $ (dr,,X,) is an infinite chain =+ 
I. II 
3X E ‘#(dz~,.X,).tq. X, r%c, X 
then Property I will hold.’ Remember, Property 1 states 
i.e. all unifications are descendents of a minimally developed unification. 
Proposition 10. (i) All injnite chains irl J& (dc,,X,) haw an upper bound 
Proof. By contradiction, so, assume (i). Now -(ii) gives: 
I .I, I ..,I 
LYE x#(dc,,X,) s.t. ~@X’E &‘v/(dl;,.X,) s.t. X hdr, X’). 
Now consider the following construction: 
1. Y,=X. 
I. II 
2. Select YI E J)/ (dti,,X,) such that Yo ?‘dq Y,. Such a Y, must exist, otherwise Y’c~ 
would be a minimally developed unification and a development by hdr, of itself. 
which contradicts our assumption of T( ii). 
I ..I, 
3. If Y(,, Yl.. , q E “I/ (dc,,Xi) for j 3 0, such that Ya fi C/C, Y1 A YI F’ dc, Yz A A 6 I 
6 da, q. have already been chosen, then a description Y, 1 such that Y 6 dv, y. 1 
can be found. Such a Y+t must exist otherwise Y would be a minimally developed 
unification and by transitivity of development an ancestor by ?~dui of Yo, which 
would contradict our assumption of -+ii). 
This construction will generate an infinite ascending chain by hdo, of descriptions 
I ..,i 
&I. YI, Y:, E J?/ (dv,,X,). Property (i) implies that a W must exist such that V’r,. Y 
” In previous work [4], we have assumed a stronger property than this. that of well foundedness However. 
working with upper bounds simplifies the theory and turns out to be a more useful constraint. 
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i?dvi W. Now this W may be in an infinite chain which will in turn have an upper 
bound. Furthermore, this series of infinite chains must terminate at an upper bound, 20 
say, that is not in an infinite chain, otherwise (i) would be contradicted. Now 20 can 
only have a finite chain of specifications Zj such that Zj fi dvi Zj+, , i.e. there must exist 
I ..n 
an n such that 132 such that Z,, fi dvi Z. Thus, Z,, E uH%(dvi,Xi) and by transitivity 
X 6dvj Z,,, which contradicts our assumption of l(ii). 0 
Using this result we can obtain the following important corollary. 
I ..n 
Corollary 2. (i) All injinite chains in (@((dv;,Xi),?~dvi) have an upper bound 
(ii) Property 1. 
I ..n 
This result characterises the properties that are required of 42 (dvj,Xj) in order to obtain 
Property 1. In order to use a particular FDT we would actually like to know that any 
combination of development relations and descriptions in the language will yield a 
unification set that satisfies Property 1. We will clearly obtain this if an FDT upholds 
the following property. 
Property 2. FDT ft satisfies Property 2 ifs 
VXj E DESf(, dvk E DEVf(,, all injinite chains in 
I..?, 
( 9 (dvi,X;), i? dvi) have an upper bound. 
So, by way of summary, by imposing this property we ensure that minimally devel- 
oped unifications exist. In other words, if we flip our point of reference, the unification 
set has maximal elements. Hence, we can check consistency by taking the set of min- 
imally developed unifications at each stage. 
6. Unique minimally developed unification 
Clearly, we would like to unify to a single description. So far, we have only consid- 
ered situations in which we have to test every element of a set of unifications in order 
to obtain global consistency. Although, the set of minimally developed unifications is 
likely to be significantly smaller than the full unification set, it could still be very large. 
In fact, it could still be infinite if the set of minimally developed unifications contains 
an infinite subset in which each element is unrelated to each other element. 
This section considers under what circumstances we can safely select any member 
from the set of minimally developed unifications and know that further consistency 
checking and unification with the chosen unification will yield global consistency. In 
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order to do this we need to impose stronger constraints on the unification set. In 
particular, we must ensure that unification sets possess a greatest element. 
Definition 16. An element X E S is a greatest element of a partially ordered set, 
(S,dv), iff KY’ ES. X’ dv X. We denote such a greatest element as g(S,dr). If a 
greatest element does not exist g(S, dti) = 1. 
It is worth pointing out again that we are considering uniqueness up to equivalence. 
Thus, in effect, the description that is generated by g(.S,dv) will be randomly chosen 
from within an equivalence class. Greatest elements are stronger than maximal elements 
since for greatest elements all other members of the set must be developments of the 
greatest element. This is not required with maximal elements for which there may exist 
elements that are not ancestors or descendents of a maximal element. We introduce 
the following obvious notation. 
I..?, 
Notation 2. If it exists, we call g( 9 (dv,.X,), 6 dv, ) the greatest unt$cation. 
We have a number of immediate results, proofs of these results can be found in [4]. 
Proposition 11. (i) If a greatest unification exists then all infinite chains have an 
upper bound. 
I..n I ..n 
(ii) If’ it exists, g( ~2((dvi,X;)~(dvj)~ &‘Q(dtl;,Xi) i.e. the greatest element is u 
minimally developed untjication. 
(iii) A greatest element is unique up to equivalence. 
(iv) Assuming Property 1, 
I ..,I 
VX,X’ E .19L!(dvi,Xi), X x;;~[ X’ ++ y( ‘$(dv;.X ), ?I dv, ) # _L . 
The last of these results shows that the existence of a greatest unification is the only 
circumstance that will yield a unique minimally developed unification, i.e. the minimally 
developed unification is unique up to equivalence if and only if the unification set has 
a greatest element. 
As expected, the property that we will impose on the unification set, in order to 
allow us to choose any member of the set of minimally developed unifications, is that 
it has a greatest element, i.e. We have Property 3. 
I..,, I. n 
Property 3. lf @ (dv,,X,) # 0 then g( 0~ (dv,,&), fi dvi) # 1. 
We assume the following greatest unification function, 9; it is denoted thus, because 
it corresponds to the least developed unification that we have been searching for. 
I ..N 
Definition 17. If g( 02 (dvi,X,), ?I dv,) =-L, then ‘$ (dv,.X;) = 0; otherwise 
I ..n I ..n 
9 (dv,,X) = {g( ?x (dv,,X,),;; dv,)}. 
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So, the function 2’ returns the empty set if a greatest unification does not exist and 
a singleton set containing the greatest unification otherwise. Now we need to validate 
that d% upholds (U.i) and (U.ii). These arise as immediate consequences of the next 
results (proofs can be found in [4]). 
Proposition 12. Given Property 3, 
I ..,I I ..,I 
(i) Y (dt~,X) G 02 (duj,X). 
(ii) ‘$ (do,,&) # 0 =+ k! (du;,X) # 0. 
We can also consider the equivalent of Property 1 for 2. 
I ..,I 
Property 4. X E @ (dv;,X;) ==+X 6 dvi Y where Y E ‘k$ (dvi,Xj). 
We can see that this property follows directly from the existence of a greatest 
element. 
Proposition 13. Property 3 *Property 4. 
Proof. $ (dvj,Xj)# @=+ ‘$ (dvf,Xi)#@, the result follows immediately from the 
definition of 9. Cl 
We will also use the following simple result. 
Proposition 14. Given Property 3, 
Y E Lf(dv,X)(dv’,X’) A Y’ E c!Z’(dv,X)(du’,X’)(dv”,X”) =+ Y’ dv n dv’ Y. 
Proof. Clearly, Y’ E @(dv,X)(dv’,X’)(dv”,X”), but we can use Proposition 1 to get 
Y’ E %(dv,X)(dv’,X’) and by the definition of 9 we have Y’ dv n dv’ Y, as required. 
- 
u 
We are now m a position to relate binary consistency strategies to global consistency 
when greatest unifications exist. We seek an associativity result and in order to express 
this clearly we consider a function p which is derived from 2. The function returns 
a pair, with first element the intersection of the development relations considered and 
second element the greatest unification. Notice a bottom element is returned as greatest 
unification if either a greatest unification does not exist or one of the descriptions given 
as an argument is undefined. 
Definition 18. P(dv,X)(dv’,X’) = (dun du’, Y) where 
if X= i vX'= -L vLf(dv,X)(du’,X’)=0 then Y = 1 
otherwise Y E A?(dv,X)(dv’,X’). 
We will prove associativity of /3 by relating the two possible binary bracketings of 
,O to c!Z(dv,X)(dv’,X’)(dv”,X”). 
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Proposition 15. Given Property 3, r(P(d~,X)(fl(du’,X’)(du”,X”))) ~d,.nri,.~nC~C-f~ Y 
where YE 2’(dv,X)(dv’,X’)(du”,X”) and r is the right projection Jimction. which 
yields the second element of a pair. 
Proof. Take Y = r(~(dv,X)(~(du’,X’)(do”,X”))) and Y’ E S”(du,X)(du’,X’)(dv”,X”). 
By transitivity of development Y E 4V(du,X)(dv’,X’)(dc”,X”), so by the definition 
of $” we get Y dundo’ndv” Y’. Also, let Y” = r(/~(dtl’,X’)(du”,X”)). By, 
Proposition 14 Y’ du’ndu” Y”. Also, Y’ E %‘(du,X)(du’,X’)(du”,X”) so Y’ du X 
and therefore, Y’ E %!(dv,X)(du’ n do”, Y”). But, Y E L?(du,X)(du’ n dv”, Y”), so, it is 
the greatest element in %(du,X)(du’ n du”, Y”) and thus, Y’ dv ndz;’ n du” Y. This 
gives us Y du ndu n du” Y’ and Y’ dzq n du’ n du” Y and thus, Y ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Y’, as 
required. Cl 
Proposition 16. Given Property 3, r(~(~(du,X)(du’.X’))(du”,X”)) x~~,.~~~~.~,,~~,,~ Y 
where Y E 6P(du,X)(du’,X’)(du”,X”). 
Proof. Similar to proof of Proposition 15. 0 
Now if we define equality pairwise as 
(du,X) = (dv’,X’) iff du = do’ A X xl/, nd,,, X’ 
the following result is straightforward. 
Corollary 3. Given Property 3, 
~(du,X)(P(du’,X’)(du”,X”j) = fi(J(do,X)(du’,X’))(du”,X”). 
Proof. Follows immediately from previous two results. Propositions 15 and 16. E 
This is a full associativity result which gives us that any bracketing of P(dvl ,X1 ), . . , 
(du,,,X,,) is equal. Since b is just an alternative coding of 6p that facilitates clarity of 
expression, we have full associativity of 9 and that a consistency strategy using 6” 
can be composed of any ordering of binary consistency checks, in particular, l7, = C. 
So, if greatest unifications exist, we can obtain global consistency from any appropriate 
series of binary consistency checks. This is an important result that arises from a very 
well behaved class of unification. 
We know that the existence of a greatest unification will allow us to safely choose 
just one description from the minimally developed unification set. In a similar way as 
in Section 5.2 we generalise the condition we require to all possible unifications that 
can be performed in an FDT. 
Property 5. An FDT, ft, satisjies Property 5 48 
I ..,I I ..I, 
‘JX, E DE+. dvk E DEVfi, ( ~g (du,,X,)# 0 =+g( % (Au;&), i; du;) #_L). 
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This property ensures that any possible combination of descriptions and development 
relations in fr will generate a unification set with a greatest element. Satisfaction of 
this property will guarantee that we can always safely select just one element from the 
minimally developed unification set. 
7. Strategies for checking balanced consistency 
The majority of work to be found in the literature on consistency has addressed 
more restricted classes of consistency than we have considered. In particular, to date, 
balanced consistency has almost exclusively been focused on. So, what happens to the 
theory considered so far in these circumstances. 7 This section then restricts itself to 
balanced intra language consistency and du a preorder. 
We have a number of preparatory definitions. The following is the standard set 
theoretic notion of a lower bound of a set. 
Definition 19. X E DE+ is a lower bound of Z & DESft iff ‘vX’ E Z, X du X’. The 
set of all lower bounds of Z is denoted lb(Z,du). If a lower bound does not exist 
Zb(Z, du) = 0. 
A lower bound of Z is a development of all elements of Z. Notice a lower bound 
does not have to be a member of Z in contrast to a greatest element. It should 
be clear that for balanced consistency lower bounds correspond to unifications, i.e. 
4Y&Xl,. . ,X,,) = Zb({X,, . .,X,}, du). In particular, the fact that the ordering of de- 
scriptions in balanced unification is unimportant is reflected by the descriptions being 
interpreted as a set in lb. 
In standard fashion we can also define the concept of a greatest lower bound. 
Definition 20. For Z C DE+ gZb(Z, du) is a lower bound such that all other lower 
bounds are a development of glb(Z, du), i.e. glb(Z, du) E lb(Z, du) A (VX E lb(Z, du), 
XdugZb(Z, du)). If a greatest lower bound does not exist gZb(Z, du) = 1. 
It should again be clear that a greatest lower bound of a set of descriptions is 
a greatest unification of the descriptions. In particular, note that the ordering of the 
unification set by ?I dui in the general (unbalanced) case has been collapsed to just du. 
We can now define consistency in this restricted setting. 
Definition 21. C&XI,. . . ,X,)W 3X E Zb( {Xl,. . ,X,}, du) s.t. Y(X). 
With this theory we can also simply characterise when all descriptions in an FDT 
are balanced consistent by du, i.e. the FDT is completely consistent by du. 
Proposition 17. VZ c DE+ A du E DEV~I, 3X E lb(Z, du) A Y(X) =+‘dX,, . . ,A’, E DE+ 
Cda (xl , . . . ,X,,) holds. 
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Proof. Straightforward. 0 
I.e. if all subsets of DE+ have a lower bound then all specifications are consistent by 
dv. 
An alternative check for complete consistency is that an internally valid terminal 
element exists for dv. A development relation dv has a terminal or bottom element, 
denoted i,,,., if and only if VX E DES,,, -LdL dv X. 
Proposition 18. DES{, has an internally valid bottom element +\JX,, ,X,, E DES,,, 
C,,,.(X, , . . ,X,,) holds. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
Example 5. As a simple illustration, for LOTOS, C,,, and C&t are completely con- 
sistent, since all groups of specifications have common refinements. For example, the 
process stop, which offers only the empty trace is a terminal element for dl,. and the 
process that offers a choice of all possible actions at all points in the computation is a 
terminal element for ext. 
What, in this restricted setting, enables us to obtain global consistency from bi- 
nary consistency? We would like to locate an equivalent of the existence of greatest 
unifications. As indicated earlier, the greatest lower bound gives us this equivalent. 
Proposition 19. glb({XI ,..., X,},dv)#l=+glb({X, ,.... X,,},dv)Ed;u&& ,..., X,,). 
Proof. By definition. 0 
So, the property that we require for balanced consistency checking to be performed 
incrementally is the following. 
Property 6. V{-JG ,..., x,,}C_DES,, A ~dvEDEV,,,lb({X I,..., X,,},dc)#B+ 
glb({X,,...,X,,t,dv)# 1. 
This property ensures that if a lower bound exists then a greatest lower bound can 
be found, i.e. the unification of Xi,. . . , X,? is non-empty implies a greatest unification 
exists. It is clear from the theory of greatest unifications we have presented and from 
set theory that taking greatest lower bounds is associative, i.e. 
With these concepts we can identify what is the most well behaved class of develop- 
ment. 
Definition 22. (DESf,, dv) is cocomplete iff V’s C: DES+?. glb(S, du) #I 
Cocompleteness is related to the standard concept of a complete partial order, see 
for example [25], which considers the existence of least upper bounds as opposed to 
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greatest lower bounds in our framework. If development is cocomplete for a particular 
FDT according to a development relation then all specifications are balanced consistent 
and we can adopt any relevant incremental consistency checking strategy. All descrip- 
tions are consistent since a lower bound exists for all collections of descriptions and 
incremental consistency checking strategies are well behaved since a single greatest 
unification always exists. 
Example 6. it is pleasing to discover that for a number of the LOTOS relations bal- 
anced consistency is indeed cocomplete. It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider 
the unification strategies that yield these results, but we can point the reader to [23] 
where a number of the main results were verified and to [9] which extends these 
results. We simply reproduce the main results here: 
(DESLO~O~, ext) and (DESLOTOS, 6 (,.) are cocomplete; 
(DESLOTO~, red) is not cocomplete. 
The lack of cocompleteness for reduction arises because it is not completely consistent. 
However, for any set, S say, of consistent specifications under reduction, there is a 
greatest lower bound, i.e. gZb(S, red) #J_. 
Thus, in the case of balanced consistency the set of LOTOS preorders are relatively 
well behaved. 
8. Concluding remarks 
This paper has presented a general interpretation of consistency for multiple view- 
point models of system development and investigated possible consistency checking 
strategies. Our interpretation of consistency is extremely broad, embracing intra and 
inter language consistency, balanced and unbalanced consistency and both binary and 
global consistency. This generality arises as a direct consequence of the requirements 
of viewpoints modelling in Open Distributed Processing. 
The main original contribution of this paper is the investigation of possible strate- 
gies for consistency checking. These address the issue of obtaining global consistency 
Table 2 
Class of consistency Implications 
Unbalanced Inter lang. 
Unbalanced Intra lang. 
Unbalanced Intra lang. 
Unbalanced Intra lang. 
Balanced Intra lang. 
Balanced Intra lang. 
Balanced Intra lang. 
Balanced Intra lang. 
Unbounded inf. chains 
Bounded inf. chains 
Greatest unifs. 
Unbounded inf. chains 
Bounded inf. chains without glb’s 
glbs always exist 
Cocomplete 
No results 
No incremental cons. checking 
Set of minimally developed unifications 
Unique incremental cons. checking 
No incremental cons. checking 
Set of minimally developed unifications 
Unique incremental cons. checking 
Completely consistent and 
unique incremental cons. checking 
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incrementally through a series of, possibly binary, consistency checks; thus, enabling 
global consistency to be deduced from a number of smaller consistency checks. This 
topic has been investigated in the past, but only in the context of a restricted class 
of consistency. In particular, this is the first paper to investigate consistency checking 
strategies for as general an interpretation of consistency as ours. The main difference 
between our theory and earlier work is that we handle unbalanced consistency. 
As a reflection of our general handling of consistency a spectrum of classes of 
consistency checking have been identified. These range from the very poorly behaved 
to the very well behaved. These classes are summarised in Table 2. 
In general, the consistency problem is more straightforward and well behaved the 
further down the table you go. 
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Appendix A 
The appendices of this paper collect together a number of results that we have not 
had room to consider in the main text. 
Proofs from Section 4.2 
Proposition A.l. (i) uate(SI, %lte(S2, S3 )) = ?Vte(‘/2/,(.S,, SZ ), S3 ). 
(ii) U(St, iJ(&,&)) = U(U(SI,&),S-,) where U is the conf unijicution opemtor. 
Proof. (i) Notice that since te is an equivalence, LIut, defines a single specification (up 
to equivalence) and thus, we can abuse notation and use ‘atC as if it returns a single 
specification rather than a singleton set. 
Furthermore, we define OZlr, as 
d?lte(PI, PI) = if PI te P2 then PI else o 
where o is characterised as Tr(w) = 0 and ‘dcr E Act*. Ref (cJ~, o) = 8. Q is an imaginary 
process, in the style of [23], which has a fundamentally contradictory behaviour, i.e. it 
neither offers or refuses any action. If the unification returns o then the specifications 
were not consistent. 
Now it is easy to see that 
“2tdS1, @dS2, S3)) = if SI te Sl te S3 then SI else CO = J~/&Y~~(S,, s,), s3) 
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(ii) Define U(P1, PI) as 
Tr( U) = Tr(P1) n Tr(P2 ) and 
Vo~Tr(U).Ref(U,o)=Ref(Pl,a)nRef(P~,a). 
Other definitions of conf unification can be given, but this is the most well behaved. 
It is a simple task to take this definition and show that 
&%,u(s2,s3))= u(u(&,sZ),s3) 
as required. 0 
Proofs from Section 5 
Proposition A.2. Given Property 1, 
~xE~(dvl,Xl)...(dv,,X,)~n.l(J~(dv,,~,)...(dv,,~,) 
where 
= (WI E ~%(~v1,4 )(dv2,X2) A x E: @‘(&A )(dv2,X2)) A 
(3Y2 ~~~(dv, ndv2,Yl)(dvj,&) A X~%(dvl ndvz,Y1)(dv3,&)) A 
(3Y3 EJZ%‘~~(~V, ndvzndvj, Y,)(dv,,&) A X E %?(dvl ndvzndv,, Y,) 
(dv4A)) A 
. . . 
(3Ym_2 E A’%(dv, n . ndv,,_2, Y,-,)(dv,-,A,-,) 
A X~@(dv, n ... ndv,,_z,Y,_3)(dv,_,,X,_,)) A 
(3Y,,_1 E A942(dvI n . . ndv,_,, Ym_-2)(dv,,X,) 
A XE%!(~V, n ... ndv,_l,Y,_2)(dv,,X,))). 
Notice that we are not considering ll directly, rather we consider the untjication 
strategy ii which adds a second condition on every step of the algorithm. This con- 
dition states that X, the original uni$cation, is in the untjkation set relevant o that 
step. Carrying this condition will simpltfy the induction proof that we perform and 
clearly gives us a stronger result than we actually need, 
Proof. We prove this result using induction on the number of descriptions (and hence 
development relations) that are considered, i.e. induction on m above. We will prove 
two base cases in order to indicate the pattern of the proof. This pattern is reflected 
in the proof of the inductive step. 
Base case 1, m = 2. Notice m = 1 does not exist (although a trivial formulation could 
be given). We wish to prove 
(As) 3X E %(dvI,& )(dvz,&) 3 ((a) ~YI E AQ@(dvl,& )(dv2A) A 
(b) X E WdviA )(dvzJ,)). 
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This is straightforward. Firstly, (b) follows immediately from our assumption, (As). 
then (a) is a direct consequence of (b) from (U.ii). 
Base cme 2, rn = 3. We wish to prove 
(c) 3Y2 E Af%(dul fldt’2, Yi)(dzQ,X3) A 
(d) X ~%(du, n&z, YI )(&3,X3)). 
Firstly, by observing that from Proposition 1, X E %(dtl,,X, )(du~,X,)(du~,X~) implies 
that X E O&(dur,Xl)(d~~~,X~) we can reproduce the argument of base case 1 to obtain 
(a) and (b). 
Now from (a) and (b) we can use Property i to get EIY,’ E .&?‘%(dtl~ ,X1 )(dz!?,X~) 
such that X (dul ndu2) Y,’ and since X dt13 X3 from our assumption, (As), we 
have X l U&(dcl ndu,, Y,‘)(dq,Xx) which gives us (d) and then we can use (U.ii) to 
get 3Yz E ./&~&(do~ fldu?, Y{)(du3,Xj), i.e. (c). This completes the verification of base 
case 2. 
Zndzzrive step. We wish to prove that: Proposition (1) + proposition (2) where, 
Proposition (1) states: 
(As.i) 3X E %‘(du,,XI ). . (du,,,X,) + 
((1.1) 3Yl •*/~~~(du,,X~)(du2,X2) A X ~4V(du,,X,)(du?,Xz) A 
(1.2) 3fi E .&9(du, nduz, YI)(du3.X3) A X E @(dut n&, Yl)(du3.X3) A 
(1.~ - 2) 3Y,_, E h%(dul n ndu,,_.,,Y,,_3)(du,,_,,X,,_,) 
A X E &(du, I- ‘. ndu,,_>, Y,,_-3)(du ,,__I, X,,_, ) A 
(lx - 1) 3y,,_, E .kZ%(du, n . ndz ,,__,, Yn_-2)(du,,X,,) 
A X~g$(du, n ... ndc,,_,,r,,~,)(dc,,,~,)). 
Proposition (2) states: 
(As.ii) 3X E &(du,, XI ) . . . (du,,+l ,Xn.+, ) =+ 
((2.1) 3Y, ~JZ~~(du,,X,)(duz,Xz) A X~%V(dc,,X,)(dvz.Xz) A 
(2.2) 3Yz l .&‘%(du, nduz, Y,)(du3,X;) A X~%(dt’, rids. Y,)(dc~,&) A 
. 
(2.n - 2) 3Y,,_z E Jz“P(du, n . ndu,_2, Y,,+;)(du,,-,,X,-,) 
A XE%(~V, n ... ndu,,_z,Y,_3)(dL: ,,._ l.X,,ml)r\ 
(2.~ - 1) 3x,_, l A&i(du~ n ... ndu,,_,,Y,~2)(du,,,X,,) 
A X~qdu, n ... ndu,_,,Y,,-?)(du,,.X,,)A 
(2~) 3Y,, E A’G!(du, n . . ndu,, Y ,,-, )(dun+,,X,,-I ) 
A X E %(du, n . t n dc,, Y,,_,)(du, + , .X,,+ I ) ). 
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So, assume Proposition (1). It is clear that the first n - 1 steps of Proposition (2) 
i.e. (2.1), (2.2). . , (2.n - 2) (2.n - l), can be obtained directly from Proposition (1). 
So, we need that Proposition (1) and assumption (As.ii) imply (2.n). We know, 
3Y,_i ~&k’@(dui n ... ndv,_i,Y,_,)(dv,,X,,) and X~%(dvin ... r^ldv,_i,Yn_2) 
(dun,&) from (1.n - l), so we can use Property 1 to get that 3Y,‘_, E M@(dui fl . . n 
&I~-~, Yn-2)(dvn,X,) such that X (dv, n ... n dun_, ) n du, Y,‘_, , which implies that 
X E %(dv, n . . n dv,, Y,‘_, )(dv,+l,X,+, ) since X dun+, X,+, from (As.ii). This gives 
us the second half of (2.n) and the first half follows directly from (U.ii). 
By induction, the result follows. 0 
Proofs from Section 5.2 
Proposition A.3. (DESLO~OS, <) satisfies Property 1: 
XE%<(Xl,..., X,)=+X’E~~,(X ,,..., X,) s.t. x&r’. 
Proof. Assume {Po,PI,Pz,. . . } is an infinitely increasing chain. Thus, Pi d Pi+, for 
all i E N. We show that we can construct an upper bound for this chain. 
If all the Pi’s are trace finite then construct P such that 
Tr(P) = n Tr(Pj) 
V’a E Tr(i) . Ref (P, a) = U Ref (Pi, a). 
i 
Clearly P will be trace finite, thus, 
PiNP. 
In addition, the construction of P ensures that Pi conf P and since conf c cod* we 
know that for all Pi, Pi <P thus, {PO, P1, P2,. . .} has an upper bound. 
If all the Pi’s are trace infinite then construct P such that 
TY(P) = U Tr(Pi) 
‘da E Tr(d) . Ref (P, 0) = U Ref (Pi, 0) 
Clearly, P will be trace infinite, thus, 
Pi-P. 
In addition, Pi conf P since, 
VO E Tr(P). 
u E Tr(Pi) + Ref (Pi, 0) C U Ref (Pi) = Ref (P, 6) A 
i 
o @ Tr(Pi) + Ref (Pi, 0) = 8 C Ref (P, 0) 
and since conf C conf* for all Pi, Pi <P thus, {PO, PI, P2,. . .} has an upper bound. 
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3. We cannot have a chain which contains a mixture of finite and infinite specifications 
because then < could not hold between them. 
This completes the proof, as required. Cl 
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